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ABSTRACT
The Mandarin Chinese synthesis component of the Dresden
Speech Synthesizer DreSS is based on an inventory of syllabic
units. The inventory contains all Chinese syllables with the
possible tones in up to three phonetic variations  for a correct
modeling of the cross syllable coarticulation effects. In order to
improve the naturalness and  fluency of the synthesized speech,
the inventory was complemented with prosodic alternative units
for non-accented syllables, especially for neutral tone particles.
In this paper, two strategies of the generation of such units are
compared – the extraction from specially constructed carrier
sentences and the extraction from read speech corpus of
newspapers texts. The results of a listening test show the best
performance for the units from carrier sentences.

1. INTRODUCTION

The lack of naturalness is one of the crucial problems in the
quality of synthesized speech. Especially in  diphone and
multiphone  approaches, the high amount of prosodic
manipulations causes distortions. That’s why the new corpus
based systems become more and more important. Such systems
as Chatr (ATR), NextGen (Lucent), Verbmobil,  RealSpeak
(L&H), Actor (CSELT) or that of the Ac.Sinica Taipeh [1-5] can
achieve an excellent  output quality but there  also remain many
problems to be solved:

• The corpus is never large enough to cover all unit variations
required.

• The corpus must be phonetically and prosodically
annotated. Since this can only be done automatically, the
annotation errors decrease the synthesis quality. Thus, the
annotation tools have to be improved.

• The cost function consisting of unit and concatenation costs
still needs a lot of research.

• The large databases are critical concerning system resources
and real time functionality.

In the area between diphone and corpus based approaches, it is
possible to establish various mixed forms of synthesis

inventories, with a fixed set of well defined units, but with
phonetic and prosodic variations of the phonological minimal set
(e.g. KD-863 [6]). This strategy minimizes prosodic
manipulations without omitting them, and at the same time it
reduces the drawbacks mentioned above.  On the other hand, for
the definition of such a pre-defined unit set a high amount of
speech knowledge is required to obtain a good coverage in terms
of phonetics and prosody.

 The first inventory  version of the  Chinese synthesis component
of DreSS achieved a high coverage within the phonetic domain
taking into regard the coarticulation effects at syllable boundaries
[7]. There was no modeling of  different accent levels and phrase
positions. With a stepwise integration of prosodically motivated
instances of the synthesis units, the inventory is improved
towards a higher naturalness of the generated speech.

2. THE CHINESE SYNTHESIS
COMPONENT IN DRESS

2.1 Text input

The Dresden Speech Synthesis System DreSS is a multilingual
concatenative Text-to-Speech System supporting the languages
German, English, Chinese, Italian, and Russian. While input
texts consisting of Latin or Cyrillic letters can be processed
interactively, Chinese characters have to be written by external
editors. Dress accepts Chinese texts in Guobiao code or Big5
code. This information is converted to Pinyin transcription with
tone annotation. Thus, Pinyin input is also supported. The
synthesis process itself starts from the Pinyin sequence.

2.2 Synthesis inventory

The speech inventory consists of naturally spoken syllables
extracted from carrier sentences of a male speaker with standard
pronunciation. It contains all 1218 Chinese syllables, including
their tones. Additionally, the syllables ending on were recorded
in 3 coarticulatory environments (labial, alveolar and velar) in
order to enable a correct modeling of the cross syllable
coarticulation effects. The following carrier sentences were used
to produce the desired coarticulation patterns (* stands for one of
the 1218 toned syllables):



• Labial (1): “Zhe ge * be zhen nan nian.”

• Alveolar (2): “Zhe ge * zi zhen nan nian.”

• Velar (3): “Zhe ge * ge zhen nan nian.”

All target syllables were followed by neutral tones.  In such a
way, the syllables keep the constant prosodic environment and
their tonal contours are least influenced from the following tones.
During the synthesis process the suitable units are chosen
depending on the initial phoneme of the following syllable
according to the following rules:

Syllable type Associated initial of the next syllable

(1) /b,p,m,f,  u/
(2) /d,t,n,l,j,q,x,zh,ch,sh,r,z,c,s, i,y/
(3) /g,k,h, a,o,e/

2.3. Concatenation and prosody manipulation

The prosody of the syllables fetched from the inventory is
modified in the time domain according to the models of duration,
tonal coarticulation and sentence intonation [8,9]. The intonation
model combines the suprasegmental intonation pattern of the
phrase and the segmental tonal structure of the syllables. The
phrase intonation pattern is calculated by an algorithm using an
exponential declination model with accentuation facilities and a
final fall/rise modification depending on the mode of the phrase.
The segmental intonation contours  of the 4 tones are unit
inherent in the synthesis inventory. They are shifted to the phrase
intonation line at tone-dependent synchronization points, so as to
maintain their natural tonal contours. Thus the resulting pattern
can be regarded as a superposition of the two intonation
components. The application of the unit inherent tonal contours,
in general, ensures a minimal degree of prosodic manipulations.

3. PROSODIC ALTERNATIVE UNITS

From listening tests, it could be concluded that though there was
a high intelligibility of the Chinese DreSS synthesis, the output
quality in terms of naturalness and fluency was still not
sufficient. The listeners compared the synthesized speech to the
speech of a child that learns to read. The main reason for this
impression  was the structure of our carrier sentences which
caused all syllables to be produced in an accented position (word
accent) [9]. That’s why, for the generation of non-accented
syllables, a high degree of prosodic manipulations was necessary.
In order to avoid perceptually relevant distortions, this degree
was limited - thus leaving the synthesis units in a somehow
accented manner. This was especially true for neutral tone
syllables.

Concluding from this, the inventory was complemented with
prosodic alternative units for non-accented syllables, starting
with the most frequent neutral particles.

3.1 Acoustic features of neutral particles

In an acoustic study, the durational and intonational features of
neutral tone syllables were analyzed. The study was carried out
on a phonetically and prosodically annotated speech corpus of
read texts. This corpus contains 61 sentences with 15 to 86
syllables, altogether 3054 syllables with 4962 phones in 1756
words. It was read by the speaker of the synthesis inventory in a
very fluent manner. The analysis showed strong reduction
phenomena in neutral syllables and a much higher dependency of
their intonation contours on the preceding syllable than
suggested by our duration and tonal coarticulation models. The
following figures illustrate these   variations (top: waveform,
down: F0 50Hz – 250 Hz).

Figure 1: Neutral Particle “de”  after a  tone1-syllable from “hun1
in1 de0”  (mean F0: 161 Hz, F0-range: 30 Hz)

Figure 2: Neutral Particle “de”  after a tone4-syllable from
“yi3hou4 de0” (mean F0: 138 Hz, F0-range: 71 Hz)



Concluding from this study two strategies for the generation of
additional non-accented syllables were developed:

• Extraction from specially constructed carrier sentences

• Extraction from the speech corpus

3.2 Units from carrier sentences versus units
from the speech corpus

As mentioned above, the structure of the carrier sentences used
so far was not suitable to produce non-accented syllables. Further
the strong dependency on the preceding tone was not taken into
consideration. That’s why a new type of nonsense carrier
sentences was recorded by the speaker of the synthesis inventory.
The desired neutral particles were placed after syllables with the
different tones and before syllables with the three relevant places
of articulation (labial, alveolar and velar). Figure 3 gives an
example for the syllable “de0”  with a labial coarticulation
pattern.

 

Figure 3: Carrier sentences for neutral tone syllables
(syllable “de0”  after the four tones with labial context)

Using these carrier sentences, a number of 139  non-accented
syllables were added to the synthesis inventory. The Chinese
inventory of DreSS now consists of  3049 syllables.

In order to evaluate the improvement of the synthesis output, a
listening test was conducted. This test should give an answer to
two main questions:

• Is there a perceptual relevant improvement with the new
syllables compared to the old inventory?

• Is it better to use non-accented units from carrier sentences
or from the speech corpus?

For this purpose, a set of 14 synthesized sentences consisting of
9 to 26 syllables was prepared in 3 manners:

1. Old: Using the old inventory only

2. ProsAl: Using the old synthesis inventory and neutral
particles units from the new carrier sentences

3. Corpus: Using the old synthesis inventory and neutral
particles from the speech corpus

The texts for the sentences were chosen from the text of the
speech corpus. They were to contain many neutral syllables
behind different tones and in different contextual environments.
Only the neutral particles were exchanged, all other conditions
(synthesis units and sentence prosody) were kept constant. The
synthesis units from the inventory (old and new) were selected by
the unit selection of DreSS.  The neutral corpus-particles were
directly taken from an ideal position in terms of context and
prosody because the same sentences were also available in the
speech corpus. There was no selection between different
instances within the corpus.

The sentences were presented in pairs to 19 listeners (Chinese
native speakers) in an AB-preference test. Each sentence pair was
presented twice with some other sentence pairs in between, but in
a reverse order. The listeners were not told about the kind of
differences in the sentences, they only had to give their
preference judgement for sentence A or B. There were only the
comparisons between prosAl - corpus and prosAl - old, no
comparison was made for corpus – old. Thus, the test consisted
of 56 sentence pairs.

The judgements of the listeners were counted in the following
way:

• If one listener gave two different judgements to the same
pair of sentences, the sentence quality was equal

• If one listener gave two times the same preference to one
pair of sentences, the result was prosAl worse or prosAl
better depending on the judgement.

4. RESULTS

The results of the listening test are given in Figure 4. For the
comparison prosAl - old, a clear preference can be seen for the
sentences with neutral particles from the new carrier sentences.

So the first of the two main questions can be answered with yes,
there is a perceptual relevant improvement in the synthesis
quality when non-accented syllables are added to the inventory.

The second answer is not so simple, even though there is a
preference for the units from the new carrier sentences also in the
comparison prosAl – corpus. A detailed analysis of the
judgements according to the sentence pairs gave the following
picture. For four sentence pairs the majority of the judgements
was equal. For the other pairs  a clear decision for prosAl or
corpus could be seen. The prosAl-worse-judgement was given
for sentences with excellent fitting corpus units, especially for



sentences with two consecutive neutral particles (e.g. with the
word “ ta1 men0 de0”). This case was not modeled in our new
carrier sentences. In sentences with the prosAl-better-judgements
the neutral syllables from the corpus were strongly reduced in
most of the cases, so that there was an unacceptable perceptual
difference between the well articulated syllables from the
synthesis inventory and the cursory corpus units.

Figure 4: Results of the listening test for the sentence pairs
prosAl-corpus and prosAl-old

5. DISCUSSION

The current development in speech synthesis is directed to
corpus based systems with alternative instances for the synthesis
units. Such synthesis inventories can achieve a remarkable
progress in terms of the naturalness of the synthesized speech.
The results of our investigation support this strategy. Though it
was carried out on a limited set of units, it gives some important
results for the further development:

• The application of prosodic alternative units results in a
clear improvement of the synthesis quality.

• A combination of conventional synthesis units and corpus
based units is sometimes difficult due to the different
speaking styles.

• For frequent and problematic units (such as the neutral
particles in Chinese) it is reasonable to add specially
constructed carrier sentences to the corpus text to be
recorded. If tonal coarticulation is regarded in such
sentences, also the neutral tone should be considered as
tonal context.

• The concept “corpus”  has to be defined in a more detailed
way. A fluently spoken corpus (close to spontaneous
speech) seems to be  very difficult to handle due to its high
amount of reduction phenomena. After an automatic

prosodic and phonetic alignment there is a high risk of
errors due to hardly intelligible units. From the viewpoint
of synthesis the corpus should be uttered in a well
articulated style.
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